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labour of love

>> FLEUR + POLOCROSSE
Fleur Bartels, research assistant, behavioural research on pigs at the Adaptation Physiology chair group

‘Much more sociable than just
horse-riding’
It is not polo, and it is not lacrosse. It is polocrosse.
Lacrosse on horseback, basically. A select sport in the Netherlands, with just 60 active players. And Fleur Bartels was
one of the first. She and her 14-year-old gelding Cimaron
defend the goal for her team. Here she is at the start of the
new season in Otterlo. Find out more about this sport at
RK / Photo: Guy Ackermans
www.polocrosse.nl.
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EVENING LECTURES
It seems to be a sensitive subject, which is why board member Tijs Breukink is
so cautious in his suggestion of evening lectures in Wageningen. After all, lecturers are not exactly desperate to leave their comfortable sofas or tennis courts to
give more lectures in the evening. And students have better things to do of an
evening too, e.g. studying, going to their club or dining with their student society mates. Which is why evening lectures have been a taboo so far.
		 AND MORE...
It’s time that changed. Many Dutch universities have already introduced evening
4 Loss again for Imares
lectures. TU Eindhoven started last year, for example, in an effort to cope with
6 Water damage in library
the growth in student numbers. Students should consider what the alternative is.
8 Difference of opinion about
Do they want to have to get up even earlier in the morning to go to lectures? Do
Q fever
they want even more packed lecture halls and even less contact time with aca11 Reactions on resource-online.nl
demic staff, as in Amsterdam? One or two evening lectures a week is hardly a dis12 50 years of environmental
aster if it lets you avoid other measures that adversely affect teaching.
research
Of course there are downsides to evening lectures. But they would make the uni16 Easter fire burns on after Easter
versity a lot more sustainable; at the moment, teaching facilities are only in use
22 What does 5 May mean to you?
for 9 of the 24 hours in a day. And students who commute to Wageningen every
29 Meanwhile in ..... Japan.
day for lectures will then be able to avoid the public transport rush hour.
32 Typical Dutch: the biggest
clothes in the world
Albert Sikkema
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BREUKINK WANTS TO EXTEND LECTURE HOURS

The university is heading for a persistent deficit because the government does not fund the increase
in the number of students in full.
Director Tijs Breukink thinks it
would therefore not be a good idea
to invest in teaching buildings at
De Dreijen. We could make more
efficient use of the campus instead. He advocates an extension
of lecture hours, for example with
evening lectures.
The university continues to
grow, but the Ministry of Economic Affairs only pays part of the increased costs. That means the university is missing out on about
nine million euros a year, says Tijs
Breukink, the Executive Board
member responsible for finance
and accommodation. That is one
reason why Wageningen University’s budget for 2015 shows a shortfall of three million euros. If nothing is done, that deficit will increase to almost six million next
year. ‘So far, we have compensated
the chair groups for the increasing
teaching costs,’ says Breukink,

‘but we are not getting that money
back from the government. So
we’re getting squeezed.’
The Executive Board is therefore looking at where it can make
savings. First, Breukink wants to
reconsider the investment in
teaching facilities at De Dreijen.
Last year, the board considered
putting the site back to use to absorb the growing numbers of students. That idea was based on ‘linear thinking’: every additional
1000 students costs the university
x additional lecturers, y additional
classrooms and z additional computers. Breukink wants an end to
linear thinking. He is looking for
cheaper ways of coping with the
growth in the student population.
Breukink wants to minimize
the investment in De Dreijen (the
original estimate was 20 million
euros, a later variant was 7 million
euros) and make better use of the
teaching facilities on campus instead. At present, lectures are
timetabled between 8.30 am and 6
pm. Breukink is proposing an extension of, say, two hours a day.
You could start earlier in the morning, make the lunch break shorter
or introduce evening lectures.
Another option is for the university to review the education
funding model (known as the

Brascamp model). At the moment,
this model means that more students results in more lecturers for
the chair group providing the
teaching. ‘We still have a relatively
small number of students per lecturer. The student-teacher ratio at
other universities, including the
technical universities, is higher
than at Wageningen.’ Breukink is
suggesting reducing the education
funding contribution per student.

‘We need to look for ways of providing teaching that are cheaper
but still let us maintain our high
quality.’
Breukink wants lecturers and
students to be open to discussing
these options. ‘We can invest in
bricks and mortar by doing up the
Dreijen site but that will be at the
expense of teaching and it is also
completely at odds with the campus concept.’ AS

PHOTO: GUY ACKERMANS

• Growth in student population
demands efficient solution.
• Reconsider investment in
De Dreijen.

Investing in bricks and mortar or people

BUS LANE IN USE ON 5 MAY

The bus lane is almost finished,
which means its construction is on
schedule. The first buses will be
crossing campus (temporarily) on
Liberation Day.
The application of the top layer
is the finishing touch for the construction of the lane. The layer itself is 3.5 centimetres of jet-black
asphalt. The material flows
smoothly from the machine at a
RESOURCE — 30 April 2015

temperature of 170 degrees centigrade. The stuff is then rolled firmly into place. There is not much
time for this: by the time the layer
has cooled below 80 to 90 degrees,
there is not much point in rolling
as it is rock solid.
The bus lane will only open officially after the summer holidays.
But the road will be getting a test
run next week as the regular bus
services will be using the new lane
on 5 May. This will let the bus drivers avoid the Liberation Day traffic
on Nijenoordallee. Wageningen UR
has given permission for this.
This move actually anticipates

the debate about the Campus
Round. Wageningen is opposed to
the new ring road around the campus and is opting for renovating
the Mansholtlaan. The disadvantage of this option though is that
there is no alternative route in the
event of an emergency. At the moment the municipality is looking at
modifications. The bus lane may
get the function of alternative route
in the event of an emergency in the
future.
After the asphalt has been rolled,
the final touches will be made to the
bus lane in the course of this week.
The road marking – a solid line

down the middle – still needs to be
added. Signs will also be installed
and the bicycle storage facility at the
new bus stop is not yet finished either. Then the bus lane will wait
there unused until August. RK

PHOTO: ROELOF KLEIS

• Buses will avoid the traffic.
• Officially open after the
summer holidays.
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WAGENINGEN PRESENT AT WORLD EXPO
• Room for more researchers.

The World Expo in Milan, due to start
today, will have a Wageningen touch.
A selection of innovative research
from Wageningen will be on display
in the Dutch pavilion. This scientific
avant-garde includes the cultivation
of plants in soil from Mars by Alterra
researcher Wieger Wamelink.

The man coordinating Wageningen’s contribution is landscape architect Dirk Wascher from Alterra.
‘The Netherlands wasn’t originally
going to take part in the World Expo
at all,’ says Wascher explaining the
last-minute action. ‘But the municipality of Rotterdam and the business community took the initiative
to organize a pavilion after all.’
The theme for the exhibition is
Feeding the planet, energy for life.

And that means there is a place
for a number of Wageningen innovations. Wascher submitted a list of
a few dozen possible subjects to the
organizers. The final selection had
not yet been announced yesterday.
However Wamelink will definitely
be represented in Milan with his
Mars soil experiments. He will even
be giving a talk there.
Wascher is looking for more Wageningen researchers who are inter-

ested in doing that. ‘There is room
for seminars in the second week of
June and September. Anyone who
wants to give one can contact me.’
Wamelink sees the World Expo as a
good opportunity to draw attention
to his experiments. ‘They are expecting 15,000 visitors a day. I proposed setting up an experimental
plot but they didn’t want that.’ The
World Expo will run from 1 May to
31 October. RK
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in brief
>> DEPARTURE #1

>> DEPARTURE #2

Anne Frank

The director of the Social Sciences Group,
Laan van Staalduinen, has handed in her
resignation to the Executive Board. The
reason she gives is that she is ready for a
new challenge. Van Staalduinen will be
leaving mid-June.
Van Staalduinen became SSG director in
February 2012, first as an interim and later in a permanent post. The Executive
Board, which regrets her decision, says
she helped LEI, the Social Sciences department and the Centre for Development
and Innovation (CDI) through a difficult
time thanks to her unambiguous management style and clear vision. The SSG director will use the summer to reflect on
her next career move.
The Executive Board is now looking for a
successor. Raoul Bino, the AFSG director,
will act as interim director as of mid-June
until the successor takes over. AS

Human Resources Director Tineke Tromp
is also leaving Wageningen UR. In August
she will move to a similar position at the
Medical Spectrum Twente hospital. Tromp
joined Wageningen in 1985. She started
as an in-house lawyer and went on to become director of the Legal and Governance department and secretary to the Executive Board. She has been in her current job since 2007. Tromp sees her contribution to the creation of Wageningen
UR as her greatest achievement. She is
less satisfied with the reform of the employee participation system. In Tromp’s
opinion, the establishment of the WUR
Council has not resulted in a more engaged rank and file or more energy as
was expected. RR

This year it is 70 years since the Second World War ended, an
event that is being widely marked by remembrance services.
On 4 May we remember the dead and on 5 May we commemorate the Liberation.
On 4 May a simple remembrance service is always held in
Renkum. ‘De Eendracht’ show band plays ‘Abide with Me’.
The service moves me. It’s due to the combination of harmonious sounds, the desperation in every war, the senseless
deaths, the simplicity of the ceremony and the silence that
precedes this hymn.
Some years ago, after the remembrance service, my family
and I sat and watched a film about the life of Anne Frank on a
commercial TV station. I always detest the long and frequent
blocks of adverts and the broadcasters’ overpowering need for
high viewing figures. Naturally, the evening of 4 May is the
time to screen a film like this; it attracts viewers and that
means advertisers. But never mind, the film suited the mood
of the day.
….Anne Frank and her family arrived at Auschwitz concentration camp. Their long hair was chopped off with brute force….
Bam! Advert block. An advert about a product that ‘feeds hair
and makes it shine’! Later on there was another such moment. In the final days before the camp was liberated, chaos
descended and everywhere were corpses and sick and filthy
people. The stench rose up to meet you. Commerce cut in
with a solution: a cleaning agent that ‘removes all
odours and makes walls radiantly shiny’.
Using the contact form on their website,
we wrote a letter to the commercial
broadcaster to express our feelings.
We received an immediate no-reply
message: ‘Thanks for your enthusiastic reaction!’ Commerce takes no
prisoners.

Van Staalduinen is resigning

Tromp goes to Twente hospital

>> NEW STUDENTS

More first years again
The number of first years in the
2015/2016 academic year will be about
seven percent more than this year, it
would appear from the preliminary registrations up to 20 April. The figures could
change a bit as the deadline for preliminary registration is 1 May. The intake of
new students has been growing for several years in a row. Management, Economics and Consumer Studies looks set to be
the biggest programme, with 137 registrations. Food Technology, Nutrition and
Health and Biology are also well above
the 100 mark. There are significant falls
in student numbers for Tourism (a joint
degree with the vocational university
NHTV in Breda) and Landscape Architecture and Planning. KG

Kees van Veluw (57) teaches Permaculture
and is active in organic agriculture networks.
His vision stems from his work with African
farmers, his networks with Dutch farmers,
his family life with his wife, three sons, dog
and chickens.
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HEAVY LOSSES FOR IMARES AGAIN
• Loss of 2.3 million euros for
Imares.
• DLO as a whole in the black.

DLO as a whole finished last year
with a modest profit but Imares recorded a loss of 2.3 million euros.
The directors are implementing a
recovery plan. Whether this will be
enough should be clear by the
summer.
The maritime institute has suffered heavy losses for the second
year in a row. It recorded a loss of
2.3 million euros in 2014 and 2
million in the year before that, on
a turnover of 30 million euros.
Fisheries research in IJmuiden is
going well, says Wageningen UR
board member Tijs Breukink, but

research at Den Helder and Yerseke is lagging behind. Imares has
quite a well-filled order book but
the work is unevenly distributed. It
should be clear by the summer
whether the current recovery plan
is enough.
Other DLO institutes, including
Food & Biobased Research, Rikilt
and LEI, ended the year in the
black. That meant that DLO as a
whole performed better in 2014
than had been estimated in its
budget. That is partly because
DLO carried out more programme
research for the Ministry of Economic Affairs than expected: 131
million euros as opposed to the
123 million in the budget. This
helped LEI in particular achieve a
positive result.
On the other hand, the income

from contract research was 4 million euros less than budgeted.
This contract research includes
the money from the product
boards but those boards have now
been abolished. The DLO institutes were not able to find sufficient new orders to compensate in
full for the loss of the work from
the product boards, which accounted for 17 million euros.
With the exception of Imares,
Breukink is quite pleased with
DLO’s results. He is counting on a
profit of 3.5 million euros for
2015. ‘The situation remains fragile because we really need to have
a profit of 3 percent of turnover,
which is about 10 million euros, if
we are to continue investing in
people, knowledge and facilities.’
AS

SERIOUS WATER DAMAGE IN LIBRARY
• Sprinkler installation floods
the place.
• Only 20 books damaged.

PHOTO: GUY ACKERMANS

A little mishap with the sprinkler
installation caused serious damage in the library last weekend. The
flooding happened on Saturday afternoon at VHL on the sixth floor
of the Forum. Preparations were

going on for the renovations planned for July, when VHL moves out.
In the course of this work, says
building manager Ludy Zeeuwen,
something went wrong with the
sprinkler installation. Serious damage was done in no time. In less
than half an hour, says Zeeuwen,
tens of thousands of litres of water
poured into the building, finding
its way from the sixth floor down to
the first floor.

Big blowers blast moisture out of library.
RESOURCE — 30 April 2015

Thanks to quick intervention,
the damage to books in the library
was relatively limited, says head of
public services Petra Otten. ‘With
the help of students, a receptionist
saved 30-40 metres of books (about
3000 books) which were threatened
with a soaking.’ In the end only 20
books were irreparably damaged.
The scale of the total damage is
not known yet. ‘Flooding damage
can come to light more than a
month later,’ explains Zeeuwen.
‘The cable ducts filled up with water, the flooring was damaged on
several floors and the boarding
around the glass ball in the middle
of the library got wet.’ The desks
around the ball are warped too and
will probably have to be written off.
The library was closed until yesterday. ‘We are taking it one day at
a time, to see when we can open,’
explains Zeeuwen. The humidity is
measured every day. ‘It is not only
the flooring that must dry out, but
the concrete underneath it as well,
to prevent it from going mouldy.’
Books can still be taken out – they
can be asked for in the corridor
RK
outside the library.

GROWING WISH
FOR INFORMATION
IN ENGLISH ABOUT
4 AND 5 MAY
• Organization wants to give
more attention to
international interest.

Foreign students and staff in Wageningen feel a need for more information about Liberation Day, a
survey on campus revealed. The
rise in demand for information in
English is confirmed by the 4 and
May Committee in Wageningen.
The wish for English-language information reflects not just the
large international contingent living in Wageningen, but also the
increasing number of requests for
information from abroad. The
committee’s current website includes a very brief page in English.
‘It is certainly our ambition to expand this considerably in the
years to come,’ says committee
member Maartje Roelofs. People
want more information about the
history, and particularly about the
situation in the Netherlands during the Second World War. This
contextual background makes it
clearer how and why the Dutch
commemorate the war and celebrate freedom. Resource has put
together some information. Details of the ceremonies and festivities can be found on resource-online. (see also page 22) EvL
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Ludo Hellebrekers, the new CVI director, wants to expand public-private research in Lelystad. Collaboration is essential in the new ‘One
Health’ approach.
When Hellebrekers was still the
chair of the professional association for vets (the KNMvD), he
looked at what it was he enjoyed in
his job. He decided that he got a
boost from administrative challenges and from setting up public-private innovation projects.
That was why he applied for the job
as director of the Central Veterinary Institute (CVI). ‘I like operating at the point where science, policy and industry meet. This new job
at CVI offers me that challenge.’
He is coming at an interesting
time. As of 1 January this year the
CVI management function has
been split in two. Andre Bianchi is

SEARCHING
FOR
PORPOISES

Who? Mardik Leopold, DLO
researcher at Imares
What? Discovered that there
are currently no porpoises
swimming off the Dutch
coast, for the first time in
decades.
Where are they? Elsewhere
in the North Sea but no-one
knows where exactly.

now responsible for the institute’s
statutory research tasks while Hellebrekers will take charge of the
overall management, including the
contract research, from 1 June.
What does he think of the split?
‘From a political perspective I can
see why they would want to separate the responsibility for the statutory research tasks and the contract research. So I understand the
decision, although there were no
problems at CVI when the two
tasks were combined in one management position. But the collaboration between the two managers
becomes crucially important in the
new situation.’
It is not the only area in which
Hellebrekers is looking to collaborate. He wants to play a major role
in the National Centre for One
Health, in which Wageningen UR,

How did you find out the porpoises were
gone?
‘We dissect porpoises that have been
washed ashore for the Ministry van
Economic Affairs. Since we started in
2006, we’ve been getting more and more
of them. Last year, we had a warehouse
full of dead porpoises so we agreed to
just examine the 50 “best” porpoises.
The ink was barely dry when they
suddenly stopped being washed up
altogether.’

Utrecht University and the Utrecht
University Medical Centre will be
working together more intensively
on human and veterinary health.
‘Researchers already collaborate
closely on infectious animal diseases, the use of antibiotics, animal health and animal welfare,’
says Hellebrekers, ‘but there is
still a lot to be gained through
knowledge exchange with GPs,
vets, municipal health services
and quality managers in the feed
industry. We all work on the same
endeavour: to keep the populations of people and animals
healthy.’
And Hellebrekers knows from
his previous job that the CVI can
contribute sophisticated expertise
and excellent facilities. ‘I’ve often
wondered why the CVI isn’t appreciated more by the outside world

PHOTO: WILLIAM HOOGTEYLING

NEW CVI DIRECTOR WANTS TO
EXPAND CONTRACT RESEARCH

given its good reputation among
the professionals in the field.
That’s something I want to work on
– improving its staff’s pride, gaining recognition from the outside
world and raising the institute’s
profile. I hope this will help us get
more orders for research.’ AS

FIGUREITOUT

Interesting to see that porpoises can be
so mystifying?
‘Yes, we stand on the beach, look at the
sea and think we understand them. Then
nature makes a move and you suddenly
get a break in the trend. It forces you to
face the facts again. The sea for a
porpoise is so much bigger than the bit
we see. If conditions are not so good here
or better elsewhere, they just leave.’
So time for a new study?
‘If only it were that simple. New research
is very expensive. There is money for one
so-called plane count. We want to bring
that forward to find out where the
porpoises have got to.’ RR

More for less. Out of every euro we earn we spend an average of 16 cents on food and drink

Source: CBS, 2010

Illustration Studio Lakmoes
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DISAGREEMENT ON
THE SPREAD OF Q FEVER
• What is the role of manure
transport?
• Muck heaps too warm for
bacteria.

Researchers are divided on the
question of what could have
caused the Q fever epidemic in the
Netherlands in 2008 and 2009. The
central question is whether the
transportation of infected manure
played a role. Yes, said an Alterra
study last year. No, says a recent
study by the Central Veterinary Institute (CVI). A committee will
soon attempt to figure out who is
right.
Manure transportation cannot
have played a major role in the
spreading of the Coxiella burnetti
bacteria, which cause Q fever, between 2007 and 2010 in the Netherlands. This was the conclusion
drawn by Hendrik-Jan Roest of the
CVI and researchers from the Animal Health Service (GD) in a recent
publication in the open access
platform PlosOne. They evaluated
12 infected and 24 uninfected goat
farms which transported their ma-

nure to another postcode area, and
correlated this with the number of
Q fever patients in those areas.
Their conclusion: we see no significantly large numbers of Q fever
patients in the areas with infected
manure.
Furthermore, Roest and the GD
researchers claim that there is little or no likelihood of the manure
being a risk factor in the spread of
Q fever. They measured the temperature in muck heaps on two infected goat farms and say that few
Q fever bacteria could survive the
temperatures, which were over 40
degrees Celsius. They therefore
conclude that manure from infected farms cannot have caused
much Q fever.
Last year, however, Alterra researcher Tia Hermans did find a
clear link between the transportation of infected manure and the incidence of Q fever patients. Hermans linked data on the location
of infected goat farms and the
transportation of manure from
them with the addresses of Q fever
patients. The data was from the
lambing season on the farms. In
the month following lambing, ac-

cording to Hermans’ spatial
analysis of the
locations of Q
fever infections
and 117 infected goat and
sheep farms,
and of the
transportation
of infected manure, there was
a clear link between manure
and Q fever. Various places in the
Netherlands where Q fever occurred were nowhere near infected
farms, but infected manure had
been spread on fields nearby,
showed Hermans’ publication in
PlosOne.
It is not disputed that the infected farms were the main source
of Q fever. Local residents became
infected with the bacteria after it
was carried from the compound
through the air in small dust or
manure particles. But Hermans
noticed last year that this infection
route could not be the only one. If
you compare the locations of the
infected farms with the addresses

of the Q fever patients, it is clear
that there must be another cause
as well. Roest rules out the possibility of manure transport as a
route, but does not propose an alternative in the article.
So the question remains: by
which infection routes did the Q
fever patients come into contact
with the pathogenic Coxiella burnetti bacterium? Was manure
transportation one of them? Roest
and Hermans will be debating the
matter with each other and other
experts at the end of May. Perhaps
Wageningen UR will then have a
clear answer to the question of
how Q fever spread. AS

RUBBER THAT MOVES LIKE A CATERPILLAR
• New material responds
instantly to moisture.
• Changing humidity is driver.

It looks intriguing: a little piece of
silicon rubber that propels itself
forward like a caterpillar. Of its
own accord, from what you can see
on the film provided by the creators. It is the product of collaboration between Chinese scientists
and Wageningen professor of
Physical Chemistry and Soft Matter Jasper van der Gucht.
But nothing moves of its own
accord. And that goes for this piece
of rubber too, explains Van der GuRESOURCE — 30 April 2015

cht. The rubber reacts to continuous changes in atmospheric humidity. The secret lies in a charged
polymer layer on the rubber which
swells considerably when it absorbs water. ‘More or less the way a
diaper does,’ offers Van de Gucht
by way of comparison. As the moisture evaporates, the material returns to its original shape.
Materials with a memory are
not new. But the process is usually
time-consuming. The double layer
that has now been developed does
not suffer that handicap, however.
The material responds instantly,
which makes applications a much
more attractive prospect. In a humidity sensor, for example, sug-

gests Van der Gucht. ‘Like the way
stomata in a lead open and close.
But you can use other stimuli than
water too. The layer of polymer is
electrically charged. In principle it
can react to salt, the pH or even to
electric fields.’
The variety of possible movements depends on the pattern of
the polymer applied. This practical
side of the work was done by the
Chinese. Van der Gucht’s contribution was the development of the
theory. Van der Gucht created a
model that explains why and how
the material reacts so fast. ‘That
abrupt transition is easily explained,’ he says. ‘In processes in
which different forces act in oppo-

sition to each other you often see a
threshold value, a tipping point.
That is what is happening here
too.’ RK

In the film on Resource-online.nl you can
see how the rubber independently crawls
over the slide.
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IRRESISTIBLE ODOUR BLEND CATCHES
SATED MOSQUITO
• More attractive than human odour.
• Clarity about origin of blood.

Wageningen entomologists and their colleagues in Kenya have developed a new
odour blend to catch malaria mosquitos.
With this odour blend they were able for the
first time to catch mosquitoes which had
just bitten a human being or an animal. The
significance of this is that these mosquitoes
can provide important information. The
quality of the odour traps used to catch malaria has been improved in the past few
years. Wageningen entomologists have
been using a well-functioning odour trap
containing the MB5 blend to keep mosquitoes out of the house in the large-scale malaria project on the Kenyan ‘malaria island’
of Rusinga. But this odour trap only catches
hungry mosquitoes and not those that have
just had a good feed of blood.
Entomologist Niels Verhulst is now
working on an odour trap which can catch
those blood-sated mosquitoes. This mixture contains carbon dioxide which is produced in a new way. Up to now, the CO2 has
been made by fermenting sugar with yeast.
In the new approach, molasses is fermented instead. Molasses is not only cheaper
than sugar but also turns out to contain
substances which are highly attractive to
the Anopheles mosquito, as the researchers
report in the Malaria Journal. Verhulst has
not yet identified these substances, but this
synthetic odour blend is clearly even more

attractive to the mosquito than our own
smell.
A big advantage of this new odour blend
is that you can catch mosquitoes which
have already fed and can use the blood samples to find out whether the different malaria mosquitoes consume blood from humans or livestock. ‘This can be of enormous
help to research on the spreading of malaria outside the home,’ says Verhulst.
Combatting malaria outside the home is
increasingly important in Africa, now that
the battle against the disease within the
home has met with considerable success.
The use of impregnated bed nets has halved
the number of deaths from malaria since
2000. But to really eradicate malaria the
mosquitoes must be fought outside the
home too.
In this regard, most of the attention goes
to the most notorious mosquito, the Anopheles gambiae. ‘We catch specific mosquitoes and still do not know much about other mosquitoes which spread malaria,’ says
Verhulst. It is thought that there are 30 to 40
species of mosquito which can carry malaria. He is studying which mosquitoes transmit malaria from great apes to humans. To
do this he is currently collecting skin bacteria and odours from chimpanzees in Dutch
zoos and in the Congo, in order to find out
whether the Anopheles mosquitoes in the
Wageningen research lab are attracted to
their odour profile. His ultimate goal is to
find an odour blend that will catch the malaria mosquitoes which bite both people
and great apes. AS
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‘Oil rigs have some positive
effects’

The company Tulip Oil wants to drill for gas to the north
of Terschelling. Residents, the municipality and the province are all opposed but the final decision will be taken
by Minister Kamp. The presence of an oil platform does
have some positive effects underwater, says Han Lindeboom, professor of Marine Ecology, but ultimately it is up
to the gas companies to convince the public that the negative impact is minimal.
Can you go right ahead and drill in a protected Natura
2000 area like Terschelling?
‘In an area like that, this activity is very strictly regulated. Companies must demonstrate that the negative effects are as minor as possible as well as how these effects will be compensated for. Think of sand suppletion should the island subside.’
What environmental consequences would that have?
‘It makes no difference whether the North Sea becomes
a metre deeper because there are no longer any sand
banks sticking up out of the water. Unlike in the Wadden Sea. The detriment done to the landscape is a valid
point though; near Ameland and from Texel you can already see platforms. Naturally, the public is mainly
concerned about earthquakes, and rightly so. When
you drill into a large field, these can certainly occur. As
it happens, this field is probably small and things won’t
be that bad.
In earlier research you saw the positive effects of wind
turbines at sea. Shell-fish attach themselves to them
and they offer shelter to fish. Do drilling platforms also
have such effects?
‘Yes, biodiversity and biomass are increased. Moreover,
fishing is prohibited near a platform. Birds, on the other hand, are adversely affected; not that they belong
there because there is no natural solid ground. It’s a
fact of life that people influence the world, so we might
as well combine economic usefulness with some ecological benefit under water.’ RR

PROPOSITION

‘Dutch humour helps to relativize German
negativity’,
Katja Lange, who graduated with a PhD on 24 April in
Wageningen
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LEARNING TO RESIST TEMPTATION

Our social context makes us fat.
Portion sizes are growing, there is
food everywhere and our lifestyle
discourages exercise. So Emely de
Vet, associate professor at Strategic
Communication is looking for
strategies for resisting the appeal of
brownies and packets of crisps.
The context of our eating habits has
changed a lot in recent decades.
Food is for sale in more and more
places, all day long. Portions are
bigger too, and there is more
choice. Very many of those choices
are tempting but fattening: fatty,
sweet and highly calorific snacks.
Experts have dubbed our current
social environment ‘obesogenic’, or
fattening. This is reflected in coke
bottles, for instance. In the nineteen fifties they held 0.75 litres; now
they are sold in plastic-wrapped
multipacks of two-litre bottles. And
there is no sign of a change. Emely
de Vet is interested in how people,
and especially young people, can resist all these temptations.
Can you put up resistance as an
individual if nothing changes in
our environment?
‘Even in the least promising environments – neighbourhoods where
it is hard to find healthy products –
there is still variation in weight. So
there are people who, even surrounded by all those temptations,
do not get fat. And we can learn
from them.’
You asked young people about
their strategies for avoiding the
temptations of unhealthy choices?
What examples did you hear?
‘People change their environment,
for example, to face fewer temptations. They put the sweet jar further
out of reach or take a bowl of crisps
and put the packet away. When they
RESOURCE — 30 April 2015

cannot change the environment
they seek distraction or suppress
the temptation: they just tell themselves “no”.
In these situations it is always a
case of short-term temptations
which clash with long-term goals.
Are you going to have an apple or a
muffin? Strategies which remove
the temptations have proven most
likely to weaken the effects of the
availability of unhealthy food. Focussing on our long-term goals is
not strong enough.’

our eating habits. In methods with
which I want to teach children
self-regulation, confrontation with
food is part of the process.’

of obesity is down to a combination
of factors. There is the environment, our choices and the interaction between them. Solving this is a
long-term job.’ RR

How far will this strategy get us in
doing something about the obesity
epidemic?
‘If all young people learn healthy
eating habits now, it would mean
that in 10 years’ time we wouldn’t
have overweight anymore. The rise

In other research you show that
willpower can be learned to some
extent. Each time you resist a
temptation it becomes easier to do
it again. A promising result?
‘Yes. It is important here to distinguish between self-regulation and
willpower. You certainly do not always need willpower to regulate behaviour. What you need is to use
tricks to enable you to resist temptations without needing much willpower. Depending on willpower
carries the risk that you will succumb in the end.’
So we do not have to remove all
temptations from our path?
‘This study shows that controlled
exposure to temptation can be necessary to learn self-regulation. Of
course you can remove all the unhealthy temptations from schools,
and get rid of all the vending machines, but there is a snackbar and
a supermarket just around the corner. Controlled exposure to unhealthy good enables you to exercise skills which will help you to resist temptations in other situations
as well. You see this in children who
are never allowed any sweets at
home. In other contexts they stuff
themselves with sweets.’
Isn’t it a good idea to teach
children successful strategies?
‘Absolutely, but it is difficult to
know how you should go about
that. School is an obvious choice,
but that sidesteps the huge influence of the whole environment on
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• Removing temptations is not
enough.
• Obesity is caused by a
combination of factors.

Emely de Vet: ‘You certainly do not always need willpower to regulate behaviour.’
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Online you all discussed PhD completion rates, a
public piano in Wageningen and the demolition of
the tropical greenhouse. Want to have your say or
stay abreast of the latest news? Come to our site.

REACTIONS ON...

RESOURCE-ONLINE.NL
SEE-SAWING PHD PASS RATES
Large numbers of PhD candidates do not reach
the finishing line, said the Higher Education
Press Agency (HOP) last week. This is a relevant detail in view of the ever rising numbers
of PhD candidates.
Initially, the figures cause worried noises. Members of Parliament, for example, express shock at
the HOP’s claim. Pieter Duisenberg of the VVD
calls it ‘alarming’ and wants universities to take
PhD education in hand. Mei Li Vos criticizes the
‘capital destruction’, both human and financial,
that goes hand in hand with so many people
dropping out. Promovenda is mainly fascinated
by the big differences between universities. A
PhD path varies from one institution to the next,
she writes. One difference, for example, is the
extent to which you are involved beforehand in
devising your own project. ‘It seems to me that
these things should be examined closely in a discussion on the topic.’ Julia blames the poor completion rates mainly on the quality of supervision. ‘It is more difficult for PhD candidates who
have a supervisor without ideas or lacking time.’
She recommends potential PhD candidates to
find out in advance about their supervisor. Then
discussion arises about the statistics. Dean Johan
van Arendonk says that 80 percent of Wageningen PhD candidates reach the finishing line, not
60 percent as stated by the HOP. And the national figures are not that bad either: a 75 percent
completion rate. According to the dean, the press
agency misinterpreted the figures and the completion rates are slowly getting better. Bas Belleman of HOP counters that it is Van Arendonk’s
own figures that are out of date. ‘But even then:

even if “only” one in four Dutch PhD candidates
never completes the thesis, as Van Arendonk
says, that’s still hundreds of people.’

GREENHOUSE DREAMS SHATTERED
The tropical greenhouse on the Dreijen campus
will be demolished, despite all the ideas for putting it to a new use. The construction of student
homes, in particular, evoked too much opposition.
‘Very sad. A crying shame,’ writes Corine. She
also remarks what a pity it is that the university is not maintaining unique amenities like the
arboretum, the herbarium and the greenhouse.
‘It’s a pity the university’s vanity has to be at
the expense of such good facilities.’ This draws
an angry response from Hypocrieten. ‘Why
does the municipality listen to objections like
these from residents?’ He accuses Wageningers
of having a Not In My Backyard mentality when
it comes to students. ‘Happy to enjoy all
the facilities in Wageningen that are
possible thanks to the extra
population of students
that this village
has,’ he fumes, but
‘never failing to
have something negative to say about
students and saying
they cause a nuisance. Hypocritical,
to sum it up in one
word.’

CHEERFUL NOTE
Wageningen is getting a piano that anyone can
play in public. This draws enthusiastic reactions.
‘Yay! What a good initiative!’ writes Corine. This
immediately prompts discussion about the best
location. The bus station, or should it be farther
from the public library where there is already a
piano? Or why not in the market square or in the
Hoogstraat? It does not seem to Gerben to be
that easy to choose a good spot. ‘The problem,
of course, is where would something like that
stay dry and get enough passersby?’ Above all,
you must not drag it around too much because
then it’ll get out of tune and that will incur more
costs for the municipality, which is financing the
whole enterprise. Off the top of his head, he
comes up with all sorts of ideas. Such as giving
the piano a roof. You guessed it, a piano hut,
that protects the instruments against the elements. ‘The alternative is make people responsible for the piano (i.e. moving
it indoors and outside).’
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50 Years of environmental research in Wageningen

Better
new world
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It was fifty years ago that the first Wageningen professor of Water
Purification was appointed. A master stroke, as it turned out. Since then
many inspiring inventions have contributed to better management of the
environment, and of water in particular. But what is ahead now?
text: René Didde

I

t was in 1961 that 17-year-old Bram Klapwijk
came to Wageningen to study. After a somewhat
disappointing introduction to land development,
Klapwijk decided to take the brand new specialization in water purification, established in 1962
by the land development department. ‘Professor
of Land Development Frans Hellinga and professor of
Microbiology Eppe Mulder noticed that the waste water
from the dairy industry was increasingly causing problems,’ recalls Klapwijk. In 1965, now 50 years ago, the
new department became a fact and Pieter Fohr became
the first professor of Water Purification.
Only in 1970 was the degree programme redesigned to
cover the field of Environmental Health. It was called
Water Purification, however. ‘That was really an administrative error,’ says Klapwijk. ‘Environment meant more
than just water. The name did not do justice to the contents.’ After all, besides Water Purification, there were also
already departments of Air pollution and Soil Science
(including fertilization studies). Bram Klapwijk had been
working as a scientist in Water Purification for two years at
that point. He was not only the first student of environmental sciences, but also the first PhD graduate, one of the
first lecturers and the first study coordinator. ‘I am the last
living scientist from the first batch,’ says the now 70-yearold Klapwijk.
The great thing about the department was that it always
addressed real contemporary problems, says Klapwijk.
And there were enough of those in the early nineteen seventies. The Rhine was an open sewer, the smog in the area
around the mouth of the Rhine was literally breathtaking,
and citizens were already worrying about the dumping of
waste to fill ditches. The Wageningen environmental programme attracted socially engaged students who were
driven by the revolutionary spirit of the nineteen sixties
and the first stirrings of environmental awareness, and
eager to ‘do something about the environment’.
These students were witness to what was undoubtedly
Wageningen’s most brilliant contribution to a better environment: the invention of a compact reactor in which
micro-organisms purified waste water not with a lot of oxygen but precisely under oxygen-free conditions. And as a
byproduct, the organisms produced energy in the form of
biogas (methane and carbon dioxide). The instigator of
this anaerobic water purification method was the Technical University of Delft (TU) graduate Gatze Lettinga, who
came to Wageningen in 1970 with precious little knowledge of microbiology. Even today, Lettinga still comes in
for prizes for his contribution to science.

WORLD FAMOUS
Anaerobic water purification put Wageningen environmental research on the map. Today there are more than
3000 of those reactors around the world. They are a lucrative product for several Dutch companies, including
Paques in Balk and Biothane. Many industrial companies
purify their waste water with these reactors without sacrificing expensive space to large purification and sedimentation basins. Another product of this research was the
desulphurization of gases.
The nice thing about these processes is that they are of
use to the Third World too. Kitchens in Kenyan slums work
on biogas made from fermented sewage from latrine
blocks. For many years, Professor Grietje Zeeman has been
studying decentralized sanitation, which is a kind of
mini-anaerobic purification of toilet water at the level of a
row of houses or a small housing estate. Promising results
have been achieved in Sneek in the northern Netherlands,
where toilet waste fermentation takes place in a few hundred houses.
If legislation is changed to make it permissible to
spread minerals such as nitrogen and phosphate extracted
from fecal material on the land, these ‘secondary fertilizers’ could further reduce the use of artificial fertilizer in
agriculture. The biogas is used locally and the Wageningen
research is very compatible with the recent trend towards
generating more energy locally (wind turbines, solar panels and biomass) and marketing it locally, through energy
cooperatives for instance.

‘There were enough problems
in the early nineteen seventies.
The Rhine was an open sewer’
When it comes to aerobic water purification too, Wageningen researchers have successfully developed processes
for removing phosphate and nitrogen from sewer water.
And a third option is quietly under development, combining aerobic with anaerobic techniques. A good example of
this is the Nereda reactor designed by Wageningen graduate Mark van Loosdrecht and his Delft research team. In
this process, concentrated clusters of bacteria first store
waste materials from the water as fat in their cells, in an
anaerobic phase. When the fattened up bacteria are then
given oxygen for a while, they use the fat for their growth.
They form granules and extract nitrogen and phosphate
from the water, then proceeding to sink nicely to the bot30 April 2015 — RESOURCE
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tom of the reactor. The granules can easily be stripped of
phosphate which can then be reused in the fertilizer industry.
‘We are now on the brink of developing such processes
to the point where we will be able to extract traces of drugs
such as Diclofenac and antibiotics from the water,’ says
professor Huub Rijnaarts. Together with professor Cees
Buisman, he now leads Environmental Technology, as the
research group has been known since 1989. ‘Because
although the bulk of the water pollution has decreased
massively and the Rhine is no longer an open sewer, we are
still getting more and more indications that a lot of microlevel pollution, which gets into the water through the use
of chemicals and drugs, forming a chemical cocktail there,
has a negative impact on aquatic life,’ says Rijnaarts. ‘And
that in turn affects our food that comes from there, and
thus our own health too.’
In the coming years new technology will be added to the
spectrum, as Annemiek ter Heijne agrees. She is seen as
the bright new star in the Environmental Technology firmament. Together with Buisman and Water Technology
Institute WETSUS, with which Environmental Technology
collaborates intensively, Ter Heijne works on the ‘microbial fuel cell’. ‘When we hang electrodes in the waste water,
micro-organisms stick to them,’ she explains: ‘They purify
the water, producing electrons of their own which we can
use as electricity.’ A variation on this principle has already
received quite some publicity. The company Plant E works
with bacteria which generate electricity on the roots of
plants in a field. There are two of these commercial reactors in Ede and Zaandam.
Astonishing as it may seem, the little organisms can do
the opposite trick as well. ‘If we feed the micro-organisms
with a bit of electricity and some CO2 from the air, they
produce methane. That could provide a solution in certain
situations, such as periods of overproduction by solar panels, when the surplus electricity could be converted to gas.
That is easier to store and to transport,’ says Ter Heijne.
Another option would be to go down the bioplastics route.
CIRCULAR ECONOMY
According to Rijnaarts, these possibilities are going to
make environmental technology increasingly important,
not just in the modern forms of the familiar water purification and waste reduction but also in the form of a complete supply of energy and raw materials. Rijnaarts: ‘We
shall make more and more of a contribution to closing
the cycle between waste and food. That will no longer
only take place in the countryside, but will also start playing a role in the cities. I predict more and more urban
systems engineering, in which technologists work with
builders, architects and landscape architects to shape the
circular economy in the cities of the future.’
So it is a good thing that the Wageningen environment
programme not only attracts diehard natural scientists but
also offers a programme for future experts in Urban Environmental Management, to mention one relatively new
MSc programme.
RESOURCE — 30 April 2015

Collaboration with social science disciplines such as
economics, sociology and policy studies is indispensable
too, realizes Rijnaarts, in efforts to get the concept of ‘closing the cycle’ across to politicians and the general public.
‘As technologists we engage in intensive multidisciplinary
collaboration with the ‘Leeuwenborgh disciplines’ in the
research school Wageningen Institute for Environmental
and Climate Research (WIMEK),’ says Rijnaarts, who is
director of this school too.
Professor of Environmental Policy Arthur Mol goes so
far as to call this multi- and interdisciplinary collaboration
one of the high points of the last 30 years. ‘A cautious start
was made on it in the early nineteen eighties, partly
through the educational changes that were called the
‘Wageningen Spring’. In the nineteen nineties, this collaboration was institutionalized further. Nowadays we
couldn’t imagine life without interdisciplinary research
and we have established not just very strong research
groups but also good interdisciplinary education.’
Mol thinks environmental research will expand into
new territories in the coming years. ‘Take marine research,
for instance, and in the polar regions, or in metropolitan
cities, also involving and employing lay citizens in scientific research.’ The recently launched collaboration
Amsterdam Institute for Advanced Metropolitan Solutions
(AMS) with TU Delft is an example of the latter concept.
Mol is one of the four members of the board of AMS.
Mol also predicts a further expansion of social science-oriented environmental research. Because it is all
very well to come up with nice technical inventions, but
they do need to be accepted and actively adopted by the
general public. These kinds of ‘governance aspects’ are
crucial, says Mol. ‘The complexities for further sustainable
development lie in the behaviour of individual citizens or
groups, in how well institutes function, and in collaboration between countries. We need to be more aware of these
things.’

MORE THAN WATER
There is more to environmental health and technology than water.
Professor Daan Kromhout is an authority in the field of food and environment-related public health research. He was recently made a knight of the
Order of the Dutch Lion in recognition of his ‘exceptional services to science’. Epidemiologist Bert Brunekreef – currently at Utrecht University
– has gained a name globally as an expert in the field of air pollution and
health risks, related to fine particles in particular. Toxicologist Jan Koeman
and his successors such as Ivonne Rietjens and Tinka Murk are seen as
solid scientists and often consulted on the toxicity of environmentally
harmful substances. Soil scientist Frans de Haan was already warning
against the unbridled use of fertilizer on farmland in the nineteen seventies. But it took until phosphate-saturated land and surface water were
facts before his scientist’s insight led to government intervention.
More recently, environmental policy scientist Simon Bush is has had a lot
of influence worldwide on fisheries and fishing policy, not least through
the development of new labelling and certification systems.
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HOLY FIRE BLAZES – BUT AFTER EASTER
An Easter fire on campus must be something you’ll only see in
Wageningen. The Christian student society Navigators (NSW)
stoked up this eastern Dutch tradition for the fifth time this
year. But this time on Wednesday 22 April because at Easter
the weather conditions were not right. That didn’t worry the
more than 100 people present. They just enjoyed the drink
they’d brought along and the live music, feeling the heat
building up with every new log thrown on the fire. Some brave
guests toasted marshmallows over the fire. And the very bravest leapt over the flames from a pallet that had just been
thrown onto them. RR / Photo: Sven Menschel
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A jacket to stop
the bleeding
Many of the chestnut trees in the
Netherlands are bleeding. The cause
is a bacterium which is hard to
combat. Wageningen scientists have
now found a solution that is as simple
as it is ingenious: heating the trees.
text/photos: Roelof Kleis

A

snugly wrapped up horse chestnut might look a bit
odd, with a few metres of its trunk wrapped in a
kind of blanket kept in place with a rope. But this is
not an art project, it is science. That becomes
clearer when the tree is ‘unwrapped’. On a Tuesday
morning on a country estate in the Brabant village
of Duizel, André van Lammeren (Laboratory for Cell Biology) and
André Korsuize (PPO Flower Bulbs, Lisse) helped a chestnut tree
out of its temporary jacket. The canvas hides a layer of bubble
wrap and some radiator foil. ‘A thermal blanket,’ is what Van
Lammeren calls the jacket. The actual heating is under the
jacket: a yellow garden hose with warm water, coiled around the
tree trunk.
So has the tree been cold? No, black spots on the trunk betray
another problem. The spots look like blood clots. On trees further down the avenue, you can see even more clearly why the disease is called bleeding canker. From small splits and tears in the
trunk run several slow trickles of reddish brown fluid.
The disease was first reported in 2002, explains Van Lammeren. ‘It started in the west of the country and then spread
south and east. It crossed borders and now chestnuts are
infected in Denmark, Germany and Belgium too.’
In the Netherlands alone, a rough estimate by Van Lammeren
suggests that 100,000 chestnut trees are affected. ‘That estimate
is based on 400 municipalities and 500 trees per municipality.
That comes to 200,000 chestnuts, so if half of them are affected
that makes 100,000 trees. But I think that may be on the low
side.’ On the estate in Duizen alone there are 160 chestnut trees,
of which at least 60 are affected.
The cause of the bleeding disease was only identified in 2006.
It turned out to be the bacterium Pseudomona syringae pathovar
aesculi, a variant which specifically affects the horse chestnut.
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How the bacteria came here is not clear, says van Lammeren. His guess is that it was imported from India via
shipping. Nor is it known quite how the bacterium infects
the tree. ‘But the infection route certainly goes through
cracks and tears in the bark. The bacterium then destroys
the bark fibre, so that sugar transport is no longer possible. The characteristic wound fluid is a by-product of this
process. In the end the tree gives up the ghost.’
Once the culprit was identified, efforts could be
focused on finding a way of fighting it. But none of the
methods investigated led to a satisfactory result. Not, at
least, until lab tests showed the bacterium to be sensitive
to heat. Van Lammeren: ‘The bacterium turned out to
stop growing at temperatures above 39 degrees centigrade.’ Then the idea came up: couldn’t we get rid of it
through heating?’ And the answer, subsequent lab tests
suggested, was yes. Jeroen Keijzer, a Master’s student at
the time and now a Cell Biology PhD candidate, published an article about this in PlosOne in June 2012.
Since then, his project managers Van Lammeren and
Fons van Kuik (PPO Fruit, Lisse) have been working on
proving that the method works outside the lab as well. In
the trees in Duizel for example. In the past year and a
half, trees have been wrapped up warm from Zwolle to
Boskoop and from Haarlem to Duizel. Each treatment
takes at least two days. In the lab two days at 39 degrees
proved to be sufficient to kill the pathogenic Pseudomonas. Whether that works in practice remains to be
seen. Master’s student Otto van der Linden is testing
samples of bark from before and after the treatment for
the presence of the pathogenic bacterium (see box). The
temperature during the process is crucial, so sensors in
the bark take the tree’s temperature continually. Through
wifi, Van Lammeren has recently been able to track the
temperature of the bark, the water and the air on his tablet in real time. A tree which absorbs water from the soil
cools down as a consequence. That cooling must be compensated for; otherwise the bacterium escapes its
demise.
To date, all the treated trees are still alive, reports Van
Lammeren. The trees are monitored regularly. But he
cannot offer the participating tree owners – mainly
municipalities and a few private owners – any guarantees
yet. Nor is there any guarantee that the bacterium will
stay away after treatment. ‘People who have had one cold
can still catch another one. The same goes for trees,’
explains Van Lammeren. ‘The bacterium can return. But
it is possible that the tree may develop some immunity.
All these are things we don’t know yet.’
One thing is certain, and that is that at the moment
heat treatment is the only method that appears to work.
It does involve a lot of work, though. It takes the two men
almost a day to help two trees in and out of their jackets.
That will have to get faster and more efficient, acknowledges Van Lammeren. ‘But we are not that far yet. Commercial parties are interested in our method. But first
we’ve got to prove it works. Only then can you take it further.’

GOTCHA
Definitive proof that the heat treatment works will be delivered in the lab in the near future by Otto van der Linden. A
nice job for the first-year Master’s student of biology. In
simple terms, he has to prove that the pathogenic Pseudomonas bacterium is present in the bark before treatment
and not afterwards. That proof is delivered using genetics.
Fragments of DNA, known as primers, are identified which
are specific to the bacterium. The primers function as a kind
of fingerprint with which the presence of the bacterium can
be proven. But first you must get hold of that bacterium. To
do so, Van der Linden chops up the bark and soaks the bacterium out of it. But it goes down fighting. ‘The bacterium
makes itself a kind of shell of polysaccharides to defend
itself against the tree’s immune system,’ explains Van der
Linden. ‘It infects the plant from inside that shell. There is a
protocol but I am still working on perfecting it. Of course
we want to be certain that we don’t miss any bacteria.’ The
extract from those first few steps is then kept on a slide to
grow. An antibiotic is added which kills many species of
bacteria but leaves the pathogen alone. The relevant bacteria colonies are then tested genetically using primers. The
first colonies are currently growing.
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Distance learning
cannot cater for all
future students
The Dutch Open University has years of
experience with distance learning. It has
been a great success. In the recent higher
education guide De Keuzegids, comparing
Dutch Master’s programmes, the OU
overtook Wageningen University, which
has come top of the Keuzegids rankings
for years. What can Wageningen learn
from the Open University?
text: Koen Guiking / photo: Aart-Jan van de Glind

H

ow come the Open University (OU)
got such good evaluations in the
Keuzegids, ‘in spite of distance
learning’? The question makes
Professor Carolien Kroeze laugh.
Kroeze works for both Wageningen University and the Open University, which
only offers distance learning. ‘Distance learning does not mean keeping students at a distance,’ she parries. ‘You can keep in touch with
students through the internet and there are
moments through the year when you have faceto-face contact.’ This is known as ‘online activating education’ at the OU. What is more, a
typical OU student is not like a Wageningen
one. An OU student opts for distance learning.
The Wageningen campus student does not. So
the scores in the Keuzegids are not really comparable, in Kroeze’s view.
Distance learning, Kroeze is quick to add, is
neither more efficient nor cheaper that face-toface education. ‘That is another common misconception: thinking that universities can
cater handle the growth in student numbers
through distance learning. It is not a question
of simply putting recordings of normal lectures
online and making them available to increasing numbers of students on the campus. I see
little added value in recording lectures for our
RESOURCE — 30 April 2015

campus students. At the Open University, if I
make a short film for students studying by distance learning, we first write a script and if necessary we make several recordings until we
have a good one.’
Here Kroeze touches on a crucial difference
between distance learning and regular campus
education. Course material for students studying through distance learning must be worked
out in great detail so that each step is explained
to students logically and clearly, so they don’t
need too much supervision. Or, as they say at
the OU: ‘the supervision is integrated into the
course material.’ At the OU, it is not an option
for the teacher to adapt their Powerpoint presentation at the last minute, because the students are not on campus. For distance learning
students, everything has to be ready well in
advance.
Preparing an education programme so thoroughly that students can work their way
through it with hardly any supervision does not
mean, however, that the range of teaching
methods used by the OU is limited, emphasizes Kroeze. ‘There are components in which
students can click on questions programmed
in advance, but at the other end of the spectrum, there are also assignments in which the
students have to work together through a digi-

tal learning environment, under the supervision of a teacher. An OU student can also do a
virtual internship, for instance. Then they pay a
visit to the NIOO in Yserke online, are welcomed and get an email straightaway with their
first assignment.’
‘Teaching methods are given a lot of priority
at the OU,’ says Kroeze. ‘OU teachers are born
educationalists. Research certainly goes on at
the OU as well, but always in the service of the
education programme. At other universities
research often gets more priority.’ A difference
from Wageningen, in her view, is that all OU
teachers are closely involved in creating an
optimal curriculum, whereas at Wageningen
that is left to the programme committees. She
hastens to add that the teaching in Wageningen is very good too, in terms of teaching methods. And she sings Wageningen’s praises for
the time and money currently being spent here
on online education.
People at Wageningen University are very
well aware that distance learning requires completely new educational resources and methods, says director of Distance Learning Ulrike
Wild. For the Massive Open Online Courses
(MOOCs) which started at the beginning of
2015, the university developed special e-learning modules and video clips, and gave teachers
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in-service training. The MOOCs are free to anyone who signs up, without admission requirements. Ten thousand people have taken part so
far. New MOOCs are already under development, and Wageningen UR will be launching
two complete online MSc programmes in September 2015: Plant Breeding and Nutritional
Epidemiology and Public Health. For years,
thought has been going into how to set up
these complete MSc programmes in the most
interesting and logical way possible. In this
process, lessons have been learned from the
Open University, and even more so from international universities. Wild: ‘The Open University has a lot of experience in the Netherlands,
but our target group is mainly abroad. What is
more, developments in interactive educational
resources have been moving very fast in recent
years. We keep a close eye on those developments – worldwide.’
Developing resources for online education
programmes is costly, but Wild says that many
of these resources can also be used for regular
teaching on campus. And that is already happening. The ‘knowledge clips’ recorded for the
MOOCs were immediately used in the campus
programmes too. This mix of online and offline
educational methods is called blended learning. Kroeze’s view: ‘It is nonsense of course to

organize a virtual workgroup if you are all
around on campus, but course material that is
well explained in a couple of video clips can
easily be used for ‘on-campus’ students.’
Another difference from the Open University, says Wild, is that Wageningen online Master’s students start the course as a cohort. That
means they all do the same assignments, read
the same literature and watch the same knowledge clips in the same period. ‘That way you
don’t have the feeling that you are all on your
own, studying like mad. Working in a group
makes it easier to keep going. And you help
people to keep up by sending them weekly
assignments and providing supervision by an
e-tutor.’ At the OU, historically, students can
start a course at any time and follow a course or
an entire programme at their own pace,
acknowledges Frank van Belleghem, chair of
the programme committee of the faculty of
Management, Science and Technology, where
Carolien Kroeze works too. ‘And it is still possible to do that, but we are now encouraging people to study in cohorts.’ The reason: the university needs to raise its completion rate (with
fewer dropouts) due to targets agreed with the
ministry of Education.
What is more, OU students get together several times a year too, both for group assign-

ments and for exams. These are always taken in
one of the OU buildings, because otherwise it is
impossible to check whether students take
their exams themselves. Practical work cannot
be done entirely online either, so the OU rents
laboratory space in Wageningen for a few weeks
a year, says Kroeze.

Video clips for MOOCs, online Master’s programmes and
a special course for students from NTU Singapore are
recorded almost every day in a studio in the Agrotechnion
on the Dreijen. Multimedia specialst Dennis Anneveldt
(standing in front of the green screen) would like the
studio to be moved to the campus. A suitable location is
being sought.
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WHAT DOES
LIBERATION DAY
MEAN TO YOU?
Traditionally Wageningen is turned upside down on 5 May, when 10,000
people pour into the town to celebrate the end of the second world war
with music and beer, leaving a sea of rubbish behind them. We asked
international students what they think of all this. Do they know what we
are celebrating on Bevrijdingsdag? And what does freedom mean to them?
text: Yvonne de Hilster / illustration: Henk van Ruitenbeek

Natapol Thongplew

PhD candidate in the Environmental
Policy, from Thailand
‘It is good to celebrate Liberation
Day, the end of World War II. But I do
sometimes wonder whether young
people know what the day is all about.
No one really pays any attention to
freedom on Liberation Day. What I see mostly is people
getting drunk and enjoying the freedom they have. To me
freedom means being able to do as you like within the limits of the law and the culture, and always taking responsibility yourself. I don’t understand, actually, why you are
not allowed to take your own food and drink along to the
Liberation festival.’

Luis Carter Leal

PhD candidate in Business Economics,
from Chile
‘On Liberation Day the Netherlands
celebrates the end of the German occupation. Wageningen undergoes a
transformation on that day, and you
can’t cycle through town. What I find
a bit crazy is the contrast between the activities up the hill,
with the vintage vehicles and the real commemoration with
a diminishing number of veterans, and those in the centre
with the young people who are just partying. In Chile we
celebrate Independence Day, with a speech by the president, a military parade and drinking and dancing in a
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ramadas (a kind of marquee). To me freedom means being able to make my own choices and not being forced into anything.’

Chizu Sato

Researcher/ teacher in the Sociology
of Consumption and Households
group, from Japan
‘The war ended in Japan on 15 August. At 12 noon we close our eyes for
one minute to remember all those
who died in the war. But my country
lost the war. I have worked in the US and Canada as well.
The Americans see themselves as winners; Canada sees it
differently. But in both countries it meant a culture shock
for me. It is important to learn about the different aspects
of World War II. The day the Germans signed the capitulation is a day to celebrate for the Dutch, of course. But the
most important thing about that celebration is that we do not
repeat that violence and learn the lessons of the past for our
future.’

Luis Gerardo Rosada Loría

MSc student of Plant Sciences, from
Mexico
‘I have only been here a couple of
months but I have already heard
about the Liberation festival. To me
it’s fine to celebrate the end of a war
with a party. We celebrate Independ-
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ence Day with fireworks and a presidential speech. Realise what freedom means, but celebrate it with a party.
Actually I recently walked into the Casteelse Poort museum with a friend, and saw a bit about Wageningen
and the second world war. Unfortunately all the information was in Dutch. We had to ask for an explanation,
and we looked up more information later on the internet.’

Hanna Barnes

MSc student of Environmental
Sciences, from England
‘If you google Wageningen you
soon find out that the capitulation
was signed here. Liberation Day is
a big thing for little Wageningen.
At last there is something to do in
town. A friend told me that the Liberation fire is lit at
midnight with some speeches. It’s good that they do
that. I don’t think that much about freedom, but that is because there is freedom. In England we don’t make a big
thing of Victory Day at all. On Remembrance Day we remember all the soldiers who died in the wars, but that is
a very formal affair.’

Linda Calciolari

BSc student of International Land and
Water Management, from Italy
‘Liberation Day in Wageningen is
great! Liberation is really something
worth celebrating in the Netherlands.
It was different in Italy. In Italy, the
end of the war is celebrated on another day with an official ceremony.’

Rico Meyn

BSc student of Communication
Sciences, from Germany
‘We celebrate the reunification of
Germany on 3 October, but that’s not
much more than a party in Berlin. I
can understand why there is a bigger
celebration in the Netherlands and
in Wageningen. You celebrate the peace and freedom you
enjoy now, and there are fewer and fewer people who remember the war. But it is also good to pay attention to the
need to prevent war. Half the world does not have the freedom we have. You should show solidarity with those people, and that is an element I miss.’

Check out
resource-online.nl
to find out more
about 4 and 5 May
(in English)
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STUDENTS ENTER ‘BATTLE’
WITH CORAL REEF PROJECT
How can you improve and protect the coral reef in Thailand
as sustainably as possible without facing sky-high costs? Four
Wageningen students have some ideas about this. Through
a crowdfunding appeal they are now raising the funds to get
their plans off the ground.
text: Linda van der Nat and Koen Guiking

Justin Rijnberg, Bas Wolkenfelt, Joyce van Wijk and Martijn Visser
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artijn Visser, Joyce van Wijk,
Bas Wolkenfelt and Justin
Rijnberg, who met through
Ceres student society, share a
love of underwater life.
Together they are taking part
in the 1% club’s studentbattle. The 1% club is
an online platform where crowdfunding projects are presented which contribute to ‘a better world’. So-called do-good crowdfunding.
Eight student teams compete here for the
approval of the crowd. The team that manages
to submit the best plan as well as to raise a lot
of money through crowdfunding wins the battle. The finale is on 5 June.
All the student teams think up plans and raise
funds for existing projects. The teams could
indicate which social initiatives they were
keen to support with their expertise and fundraising skills. Team Reefolution, as the Wageningen four call themselves, is helping the enterprise Coral Gardening. ‘This is a startup
company belonging to two Dutch people with
a passion for diving. They have given up their
jobs in order to protect the coral reefs around
the Thai island of Koh Samui,’ says Joyce.
‘They will emigrate to Thailand in September.
Then, come what may, they are going start
building up the reef and planting out coral.’
The couple has already thought up a method
of building up the reef using concrete, but
they hope the students can come up with
more sustainable, and above all cheaper,
plans.
Coral reefs are threatened with extinction,
partly because of pollution and climate
change. In many parts of the world concrete or
PVC are used to lay down new reefs which coral can attach itself to. This does not look particularly attractive, though, says Master’s student Martijn, an experienced diver. ‘Our project focuses on developing a kind of sculpture
garden made of recycled material. That way,
not only will it look more beautiful underwater, but the whole thing will be more sustainable.’
The idea of the sculpture garden comes from
Coral Gardening, but the idea of using local
waste products in these artificial reefs comes
from the students.
‘Design a coral reef’. With this headline on the
website, the Wageningen students hope to attract potential sponsors to their project. Their
coral appeal is competing with projects including one supporting the processing of com-

post in Mozambique
and a startup in Kenya that wants to do
something about
road safety in Nairobi. With only 51 days
to go, 717 euros have
been pledged so far.
According to the
website, 5000 euros
is needed.
Team reefolution
has been studying
the literature for
The students found inspiration in the underwater gardens of British artist
weeks to find out
Jason deCaires Taylor.
which is the most
sustainable, seawater-proof concrete
and how, for example, the many glass bottles
on the Thai island could be used in the reef.
‘The bottles could be useful in the reef as
holes for small fish,’ says Joyce. The students
have got so involved in the subject that their
supervisors - consultants from Accenture –
have told them to be more pragmatic. ‘We
were looking for the solution to building coral
reefs. But that is a holy grail that people have
been thinking about all around the world for
years. Accenture pointed out to us that we
should come up with a solution that is feasible for these two entrepreneurs.’
There is no shortage of ideas, but to win the
finale the students must do the financial
thinking too. The finalists of the 1% club are
expected to cover some of the costs of their
project through crowdfunding. The four students have already raised their starting capital through family and friends, and more contributions are trickling in every day now
through onepercentclub.com. Team Reefolution hopes to bring in more money by organizing an introductory diving lesson for students – for a small charge of course. They
have also visited several primary schools in
Wageningen this week to raise interest in a
sponsored walk. ‘We might want to do some
fundraising at the student societies as well,
but we haven’t got round to that yet,’ says
Joyce. For nearly a month the four students
have been spending all their spare time on
this project. ‘We are all very keen indeed.
Even when the competition is over soon, we
shall keep in touch with Coral Gardening,’
says Joyce. There is no time now to experiment with another type of concrete, for instance, but Joyce would still like to do that
once the studentbattle is over.

WWW.ONEPERCENTCLUB.COM
AND WWW.STUDENTBATTLE.NL
The studentbattle is an initiative of
consultancy bureau Accenture and the 1% club.
This Dutch platform was set up in 2008 and
provides a platform for crowdfunding projects
which aim to make a contribution to society.
Not just in the Netherlands but all around the
world. Do-good crowdfunding, in their own
words. ‘Our passion is to enable as many
people as possible to bring about a positive
change in their locality, city, country – or even
the whole world. Because we believe that
ordinary people are capable of extraordinary
achievements.’
Would you like to do your bit for one of these
projects? Have a look, or donate, at www.
studentbattle.nl or www.onepercentclub.com
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TUNE
You know those tunes you just
can’t get out of your head? They
are sometimes called earworms.
Scientists at Reading
University in the
UK have now
found a simple
remedy: chewing. Apparently,
a slice of chewing
gum reduces the
effect. Don’t ask why.
Something to do with
sub-vocalization.
Doesn’t matter. Next
time you wake up
with a tune in your
head, get out the stimorol.

RUBIK
Mats Valk from Holland is no longer the Rubik cube world record
holder. The American Collin Burns
improved his record last weekend
by 0.3 seconds. He took precisely
5.253 seconds to get all the colours in the right place. Unfortunately this is another area where
robots outdo humans. In March,
the Cubestormer III solved a cube
in 3.253 seconds. (see the videos
on Resource-online.nl)

Lists published of candidates for Student Council
Three parties will be taking part
in the Student Council elections
in May. VeSte, the Christian
student party CSF and Sustainability & Internationalisation
(S&I) are competing for the 12
seats on the Student Council. The
elections are from 18 to 22 May.
The candidates heading the three
lists Nick van Nispen (VeSte),
Wiard Ligterink (CSF) and Anne
Walther (S&I) do agree on one
thing: there are good arrangements for student participation at
Wageningen, but there is still
room for improvement, especially
in communication with students
and providing information about
the financial situation.
Master’s student Nick (Business

and Economics) will be leading the
campaign for VeSte, the biggest
student party at Wageningen University for some years. This party
believes that getting a university
education is about more than just
attending lectures. Nick will make
the case for the social science degree programmes next year. ‘Starting with a bigger say in the budget,’ says Nick. ‘But practical issues
also deserve more attention, such
as contacts with the business community and more space to study.’
The Christian student party
made its debut last year, obtaining
two seats on the Student Council.
Wiard, a Landscape Architecture
and Planning Master’s student,
heads the list this year. Wiard: ‘We
think it’s really important that stu-

dents who are lonely or experiencing problems should get support
and help. It would be nice if we
could help students to become
more involved in student life.
If they want to, of course.’
The candidate at the top of
the S&I list is the German Bachelor’s student Anne Walther.
One of the priorities for this party
is the integration of international
students. ‘We think it’s such a pity
that international students and
Dutch students are still two separate groups at our uni whereas a
multicultural town like Wageningen is just the right place for a
dialogue.’ If you would like to
know more about Nick, Wiard
and Anne’s plans, check out
resource-online.nl. LvdN

WILLY (1)
The average length of a willy at
rest is 9.16 cm, while an erect
example is 13.12 cm on average,
according to British researchers in
the latest review. They only used
data from urologists. No questionnaires as men tend to exaggerate
when filling in survey forms. Deviant dimensions are rare: 95% of all
erect penises measure less than 16
cm and 5% less than 10 cm. Feel
better now?
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WILLY (2)
The British study (see David Veale,
British Journal of Urology International, for pictures) also shows
that there is no relationship
between length and physical characteristics such as ethnicity,
height, BMI or shoe size. The
researchers blame porn for the fact
that half of all men are dissatisfied
with the size of their schlong. Porn
actors tend to have deviant dimensions. A question of the wrong role
model, it seems.

Fourth in the ‘Bata’
In a day and a night the 8500
Batavieren race runners ran
from Nijmegen to Enschede.
The relay race covers the 175
kilometres in 25 laps, 17 for the
gents and 8 for the ladies. This
year the Wageningen University

team came fourth of the nine
university teams. This constituted a comeback after last
year, when they came a disappointing seventh. Team leader
Jochem Waterval expressed satisfaction with fourth place,

even if he was actually hoping
for a place on the podium. ‘But
the first three teams really were
very fast.’ Next year athletics association Tartlétos plans to
train even harder to win a place
on the podium. RR
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EPISODE 49 - MORTIERSTRAAT 14B<<
The story so far: Thanks to an unruly house party the
residents aren’t getting along with their landlord at the
moment. Luckily, sunny spring weather has created a
laidback atmosphere.

ILLUSTRATIONS: KIM PETERSE

Text
Rob
Ramaker

Bucket
S

hoppers’ eyes rarely stray upwards in the
Mortierstraat. If they were to glance up today, they
would see two – very white – legs dangling out the
window. Bianca and Willem-Jan had spent the entire
afternoon lounging on the window sill.
‘This is the life,’ said Willem-Jan. He took a gulp of his
Corona. Bianca nodded lazily, only to feel goosebumps
arise a moment later. It might have been sunny but with
every passing cloud she felt a chill. In the background, loud
beats were booming from the stereo. All the other housemates
were out, so they didn’t need to take account of anybody.
‘Isn’t that Jochem and Diederik?’ Bianca pointed downwards.
Willem-Jan was rummaging through the fridge looking for the
last of the wheat beers.
‘Shit yes,’ he said, returning to give Bianca a beer. He
immediately put his own beer down out of harm’s way and ran
barefoot to his room. He came back holding a giant water
pistol.
‘Are they still there?’ he asked while he filled the pistol at the
sink.
‘Yeah, they’re standing under the window eating ice creams.’
Grinning, Willem-Jan came over to stand beside Bianca.
‘Watch this, it’ll be epic.’ The unexpectedly forceful jet soaked
mainly Diederik. Clearly shocked, Diederik dropped his ice
cream.
‘Dickhead,’ the pair grinned up at Willem-Jan when they saw
him. ‘We’ll get you.’ After Bianca had spent another fifteen
minutes dozing in the sunshine something shot past her head. A
water balloon exploded against the wall. Willem-Jan had less
luck and took a direct hit.

‘One all,’ shouted Diederik from below. Willem-Jan couldn’t let
that go. He put a bucket straight under the running tap and
started shooting back with his water pistol. Meanwhile one
balloon after the next was winging its way inside. Initially
Bianca had laughed at the pandemonium, but now she was
looking more and more doubtful.
‘Is this such a good idea? You’re hitting lots of other people.’
Willem-Jan meanwhile was acting like a lunatic. Grinning, he
grabbed the full bucket. Just then the doorbell rang. That
could only mean that Diederik and Jochem were standing
directly beneath the window on the right! Without a moment’s
doubt, Willem-Jan tipped the water outside.
‘Gotcha!’ he yelled.
Leaning out the window,
ENJOY MORTIERSTRAAT?
he looked straight into the
A GOOD WRITER?
face of their landlord - who
ENDLESS IMAGINATION?
seemed beside himself
with rage.
Join the Mortierstraat team and
‘And do you know what
get writing! A nice back door to
joining our student editors.
I’ve got? A whole bunch of
Info from rob.ramaker@wur.nl
complaints from the
neighbours.’

Resource follows events at Mortierstraat 14B
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>> PARTIES
The best parties according to
Wageningen Uitgaans Promotie. Check
www.wageningenup.nl for all parties.

JUNUSHOFF - UNITAS LIBERATION PARTY
Tuesday 5 May from 0.00 to 04.00
Unitas will start celebrating Liberation Day at
midnight on the dot on 5 May. Of course it’s
great to celebrate 70 years of freedom with a
good party but make sure you have some energy
left because you won’t want to be in bed during
the Liberation Festival in the centre of Wageningen.
WAGENINGEN LIBERATION FESTIVAL
Tuesday 5 May from 12.00 to 04.00
Celebrate freedom in the City of Liberation
There is a lot of variety with 18 venues offering
music, theatre, debates and discussions. The
festival starts at 12.00 and will continue until
deep in the night. It is guaranteed to be a leg-

endary event with names such as Kensington,
Go back to the Zoo, Dotan, Waylon, Lucien
Foort, Vato Gonzalez, L’Chaim, Mr. Polska, Party DJ Ruud and many, many others. Download
the 5 May app for the line-up, the latest news
and a map of the festival area.
ARGO - SPRING PARTY
Tuesday 12 May from 22.00 to 05.00
‘Now that spring has finally come and many
folk are trying to get their bodies into shape for
the beach, it’s time for this year’s Spring Party,’
say the Argo Spring Party organizers to promote
the event. Argo only puts on a few parties every
year, which makes them exclusive events. And
that’s what people tend to go for. Admission:
€2. Student ID card and ID obligatory.

>> THE WORKS
“NO ERA PENAL!”
Who: Paul Ravensburger
What: Internship
Where: El Colegio de la Frontera Sur, Campeche, Mexico
“For the Bachelor’s in International Land and Water Management an
internship abroad is compulsory. I went to Mexico, where I made
compost with different ingredients. Then I conducted a plant
experiment using these different kinds of compost in various dosages.
I also taught compost-making in a number of schools. During my stay
there I noticed how primitive research is in Mexico. Here you would
have a machine to monitor the temperature of the compost
continuously, but there you just had to do it with a thermometer. I
also frequently had to go to a lab shop myself to get apparatus. Once
something went wrong with the bill and I had to wait for eight hours.
Everything went more slowly there than in the Netherlands, really.
Another funny thing was how often I was faced with football. That
sport is extremely popular in Mexico. Holland beat Mexico during the
World Cup. Mexicans often said to me, “No era penal!”. Which meant
it was an unfair penalty. When Mexico won the practice match against
the Dutch, I heard that a lot.
During the first month I travelled around Mexico a lot. I went to
Merida to see the Maya temples at Uxmal. I left the house at six thirty
to be there first. I went straight to the top of the highest temple while
there was nobody else there. The view over the forest was beautiful
and it was really fun to be completely alone there in a city that was
once so big.
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I experienced festivities in Mexico too. I played in an orchestra there
and a couple of the members invited me to celebrate Dia de los
muertos with them. That felt very special, since it is really a family
celebration. I went with them to their house in the country and I had a
really lovely day. I finished off my time in Mexico with a relaxing time
at the beach. Secretly, Mexico counts as part of the Caribbean as well.’
AJ
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MEANWHILE IN... <<
Meanwhile in… Japan

In the news: Four years after the nuclear disaster in Fukushima,
the nuclear reactors Sendai 1 and Sendai 2 in the south-west of
Japan are going to be restarted. This has been decided by a court
in Kagoshima Prefecture, despite public protests.
Comment by Satoshi Akaike, Master’s student of Environmental
Management, from Japan
‘In time I want to see all Japan’s nuclear power stations
disappear, but that’s not yet possible. We still really need them
to provide Japan’s population of 120 million people with
electricity. Above all, we are an industrialized country and that
means we need a lot of power. If risk analyses compiled by
experts show that it is safe, then there can be no objection to
restarting the power stations. But for my grandchildren’s
generation, my hope is for a Japan that has switched completely
to sustainable energy.
The industries that are involved in the development of nuclear
technology are large and powerful in Japan. It is difficult for
politicians to change the policy on nuclear power stations – that
could cost votes. A company like Toshiba exports this
technology to other countries, such as Turkey. So economic
motives also play a role. I believe that Japan’s attitude also has
to do with the regional balance of power. Because, unlike in
Europe, there are tensions between several countries in the
region, such as between North Korea and Japan. While Japan
does not intend to arm itself, the possession of nuclear energy
shows that this potential exists. This enables us maintain the
power balance, which stops the tensions from escalating. In a
utopian world without armies, this would not be necessary, but
that unfortunately is not the reality in which we live.
Opponents who actively object form a minority – Japan is not a
country of protesters. My generation has a strong sense of
identity. After the Second World War we gained a new
constitution, designed mainly by the Americans, and the
education system was radically reformed. That changed the
mentality of the Japanese people. Personally, for example, I
don’t have any real nationalist feelings. And with my friends in
Japan I rarely talk about politics – it’s not something we feel
involved in.’ JB
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classified
Wanted: sailing instructors for WSVVADA
VADA Sailing is an active sailing club
in Wageningen. For our youth
training, we are seeking dinghy
instructors for a highly enthusiastic
group of RS-FEVA sailors (2x6
members, 3 boats), level CWO I to
III+. VADA can help you gain your
CWO instructor diplomas at CWO i-2,
3 or 4 level. Contact: Michiel.
Gunsing@gmail.com, youth and
training coordinator
WWW.VADAZEILEN.NL

agenda
Thursday 30 April to Wednesday 20
May inc.

FILMS FOR STUDENTS
Another four films at Movie W.
Walesa, Man of Hope: a film with a
strong cast about the Polish docker
who became president. The Tribe:
virtuoso Ukrainian drama in deaf
school where newcomer falls in love
with gang leader’s girlfriend. Sergio
Herman, Fucking Perfect: intimate

portrait of famous, restless Dutch
chef. A Pigeon Sat on a Branch:
brilliant Swedish absurdism about
two travelling salesmen who peddle
novelty items.
WWW.MOVIE-W.NL

Tuesday 12 May, 20.00

FABLAB WAGENINGEN
Housed in Wageningen UR’s StartHub,
offers students and employees the
chance to realize their ideas in 3D.
The theme of the month of May is
‘Scanning in 3D’. Venue: Triton
(building 119)
WWW.FABLABWAG.NL

Saturday 16 May, 11.00 -17.00

FASCINATION OF PLANTS DAY:
OPEN DAY
Find out whether plants in the same
family taste the same, take a
workshop in botanical drawing, join
an excursion through Belmonte
Arboretum, or take your child to a
children’s activity in the park. All this
and much more is open to adults and
children alike on Fascination of Plants
Day. Organizers: EPS Graduate School
& Belmonte Arboretum. Venue:

Belmonte Arboretum, Generaal
Foulkesweg 94.
WWW.WAGENINGENUR.NL/PLANTENDAG

Wednesday 20 May, 12.00-17.30

COMPANY DAY
Environmental Sciences Potential
employers and likely internships or
traineeships come together here. You
can pick up information at the stalls
of the participating companies.
Workshops and presentations will
also be given by companies. These
require advance registration at
bedrijvendag.wur.nl because the
number of places is limited.
Registration also provides entry to
the networking drinks event. Venue:
Forum.
Wednesday 3 June, 10.00-17.00

TO MARK THE 10TH ANNIVERSARY
OF HEEREN XVII: ‘KNOWLEDGE IS
POWER - DATA MANAGEMENT IN
AGRICULTURE’
A symposium with various speakers
(in Dutch).
The farmer has a huge amount of data
gathered from various sensors at his
disposal. What are the challenges and
possibilities, and how should you
interpret and visualize data
efficiently, as seen from the
perspective of science, regulations
and day-to-day practice. WUR student
price: € 30 inc. lunch. Venues: Hotel
de Nieuwe Wereld and Rijn IJssel
Vakschool Wageningen, Marijkeweg 5
TO REGISTER: HTTP://HEEREN17.NL/LUSTRUM/
INDEX.PHP/SYMPOSIUM

Deadline for submissions: one
week before publication date
(max. 75 words)
Email: resource@wur.nl
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>>TYPICAL DUTCH

The largest clothes in the world
A friend and I went shopping in Ede during the Christmas sales when all the stores were full of
discounts. But interestingly, it has never taken me so long to do some shopping. For nearly six
hours we checked out all the shops in the street and still I could not find any clothes in my size.
The sizes started from medium and ended at extra-extra-extra-large. I thought to myself: what
giants am I living amongst? During that shopping experience it became very clear to me that I am
living amongst some of the tallest and biggest people in the world. Luckily for my friend and me,
we eventually found some small sized stuff from a Turkish textile shop. We were really happy to
find it.

Normally, I would already be waiting for the summer sales by now. But the situation in Ede made
me realise I should instead save my money to shop in my home city, Tashkent in Uzbekistan. It is
no fun to watch people who are enjoying their shopping trying on clothes that are suitable for
them. I wish those lucky people nice shopping.
Comparing the Netherlands to Uzbekistan, we do have tall and big people in my country, but we
also take the needs of small people into account. Clothing is quite cheap as well, as anyone can
hire a tailor in Uzbekistan. Besides, many girls can sew a dress for themselves from a material
called “atlas” which is full of rainbow colors and looks really beautiful. Avazkhuja Akbarkhujaev
Do you have a nice anecdote about your experience of going Dutch? Send it in! Describe an encounter
with Dutch culture in detail and comment on it briefly. 300 words max. Send it to resource@wur.nl
and earn fifty euro and Dutch candy.

Sizes went from M to XXXL.
I thought to myself: what
giants am I living amongst?

